ABSTRACT: So far, exploration rovers on moon and mars limited there traverses to mostly flat and "easy" surfaces. On the other hand, there is Opportunity or the Mars Exploration Rover-B (MER-B) getting stuck in a 30 cm sand-dune on April 26, 2005. It took until June 4, 2005 for the rover to reach firm ground again. However, many important areas to be explored on mars and moon will require a rover to travel through uneven terrain covered with rocks, craters, and crevices. This paper presents the results of preliminary work in designing and testing a locomotion system offering high agility and wheels for the Extreme Rough Terrain Lunar Exploration Rover (ERTLER).
INTRODUCTION
One critical aspect of success in exploring Moon, Mars and the Solar System is we have to learn about its past and how to "live off the land". Both goals depend on knowing about the history of its existence provided by planetary science. In turn, such scientific efforts depend on the access to planets, such as our Moon, to collect media samples that have survived millions of years and will be able to allow us to understand the many mysteries of the universe. This paper presents the results of preliminary work in designing and testing a locomotion system offering high agility and wheels for the Extreme Rough Terrain Lunar Exploration Rover (ERTLER). While the next generation lunar explorer will undoubtedly be based on the use of a flexible carrier able to be outfitted with a large set of tools, each for a different purpose, the exploration missions will become ever more difficult. 
RESEARCH NEEDS

ERTLER PROTOTYPE-1
ERTLER prototype-1 is developed and it is now on testing of simple locomotion to check the new type active system.
Test bed to test the ERTLER prototype-1 has been developed by our own lunar soil simulant KOHLS-1.
Extreme rough terrain as loose soil, crater, and steep slopes are simulated. Specifications of the lunar soil simulant and the test bed will be presented on the conference presentation.
FUTURE TESTS
As lunar soil has a unique characteristic compare to terrestrial soil, it would be hard to expect the wheel interaction with the lunar soil based on terrestrial theories on wheels. Depending on the unique situation ERTLER may need a totally new type of wheel which will be developed free from earth bound thinking. Thus the future work will develop several types of new wheel for ERTLER and include investigation of wheel traction testing on lunar analogue test bed. The results will be present at the conference presentation.
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